CH. BLACKBAY GEORGANA OF YIN HI I.O.
Best of Breed: Western ALAC Specialty
Owner: Robert H. Black
Breeder: Imelda E. Quistgard

PUBLISHED BY:
THE AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB, INC.
TO ALAC BREEDERS

We want to GET and KEEP the records straight!
And the only way to do it is to get things ON Record!
Even today, much has been forgotten about the early Lhasas in this Country and their breeders. And only too soon, today's Lhasas and their breeders will become half-forgotten history.
Along with getting the ALAC Club history written down as the first chapter of what will be a long and proud story, we want to get the story of the individual Lhasa breeders — their dogs, their records, their photos and breeders' accumulated knowledge in working with their Lhasas. Nothing fancy — just the facts, and in the breeders' own words. We want YOU to be on record with your Lhasas pedigrees, the color, height, weight and length, as near as you can give it of your champions and all the photos you can supply us.
We will have the first section of our breeders' history ready, hopefully, for the February Awards Dinner and December 1st will have to be the deadline for your material. It will take a little of your time . . . but we want you to be a part of the ongoing Lhasa history, and your Lhasas not to be just another name in future pedigrees. We want ALL ALAC BREEDERS to be represented.
We'll work from your notes, if you want it, or leave the record JUST AS YOU'VE DONE IT, if you prefer. Put your Lhasas and the true facts about them on record for the long future. Let's not let our Lhasas and our breeding programs fade back and be forgotten before many years have gone by. Send in your story for the ALAC records . . . NOW! We'll return any part of them to you, if you like, for your own records.
Send your notes and photos to: Mary R. Croninger
8 Briarcliff Road
Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514

NEW ALAC PAMPHLET READY!
The newly revised ALAC Pamphlet is ready for purchase now at the following rates:
$4.50 for 50 Pamphlets
$8.00 for 100 Pamphlets.
The pamphlet contains the official AKC Standard for the Breed as well as a brief history of the Lhasa Apso and an application for membership in ALAC. They are very helpful to give to new Lhasa owners as well as being a definite aid to Local Clubs for information to pass to interested spectators attending matches.

THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF "THE LHASA BULLETIN" IS NOVEMBER 21, 1974! Help keep the "Bulletin" on time by getting your advertising and articles to the editor before the deadline. Thank you.
Sire: BIS Ch. Karma Frosty Knight O'Everglo
Dam: Everglo Mai Ling Tsung

DAKTARI will be campaigned extensively this season by his co-owner Leonard Ripley.

DAKTARI extends congratulations on her recent championship to his daughter Ch. POTALA KEKE'S ANDROMEDA.

— 36 Bests of Breed and a group record — and just getting started!

Owner: Maria B. Aspuru  
Hialeah, Florida

Co-Owner: Leonard Ripley  
Stamford, Connecticut
GROUP WINNER
AMERICAN-CANADIAN

CHAMPION CHEN KRISNA NOR

Winner of Stud Dog Class 1974 Western ALAC Specialty
Judge — Keke Blumberg

Krissi thanks his winning offspring for representing him so well throughout the world.

Champion Shalu's Skyeba
Champion Dolsa Vita deMaru

THE SPECIALTY GIRLS

Dolsa Krisna Koko Nor 14 pts. Reserve BIS European Group Winner

Queen's Nalindo's Kris-Tina LACSC — Best-in-Match Winner

Dolsa Tamika — 14 pts.
Dolsa Krisna Khorog — 8 pts.
Dolsa YoJimbo — LACSC BOS winner
Jampo’s Krisna Kin-Cor of Dolsa — pointed
Pandan Ka-Ce of Krisna — pointed
Pandan Kaya — Match winner
Chen Krisna Tsoma Nor — 9 points
Kyi-Ra Chen Nyima of Krisna — 8 pts.
Sunji Lai Tsi of Krisna — pointed
Tails Inn Huli of Karo-La — 10 pts.
Tails Inn A Touch of Moppet — Futurity Class winner
Tails Inn Tobo — Match Winner
Queen’s Bhu-Tsi LACSC - Best-in-Match Winner
Shalu’s Po-Go Toshi — Pointed
Shalu’s Tsimpa — Pointed
Mike of Maru — Specialty Winner

Krissi is sired by Ch. Chen Nyun-Ti ROM ex Chen Pho Nimo.
Prepotent for correct Lhasa type — Hamilton Line — deep red Pedigree, color photos and fee on request.

Owned & Handled by
Wendy Harper
Krisna Lhasa Apsos
350 Budd Ave., Apt. E5
Campbell, Ca. 95008
(408) 375-4775

Co-Owner
Patricia Chenoweth
Chen Lhasa Apsos
12510 Quito Rd.
Saratoga, Ca. 95070

Krissi puppies available late fall, reds, sables, golds expected.
BIS Ch. Tibet ex Ch. Kami puppies available now to show homes.
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LHASA TALK WITH THE PRESIDENT

The Board of Directors will have the opportunity this year to travel to different parts of the country. This gives us the opportunity to meet you and to get from you first hand your thoughts concerning the Club.

At the same time, we feel that the Club has performed one of its functions, education, by bringing the forum to these areas of the country. This forum will be open to our membership and friends. David Goldfarb and his committee has put a lot of work into this project. The first forum will deal with the standard. We are inviting breeders and judges to come together and discuss the standard as they see it. What they say should interest us all. As we move with the forum around the country the format will stay the same but there will be new participants.

We plan to hold the forum in the following areas:

- October 5, 1974 Detroit, Michigan
- February, 1975 At Annual Awards dinner in New York City
- May, 1975 New Orleans, Lousiana Mid-Western Regional Futurity
- June, 1975 Los Angeles, California Western Specialty Show

I hope you will all be able to attend one of these forums. If the program is successful, it is hoped we can have different topics starting each fall and again visit each region with the new program. Some likely topics include breeding; how to show your Apso; and grooming. The topics are unlimited. I hope your interest in the forum is also unlimited.

Absolutely yours,

Ed Sledzik

RESULTS OF BALLOTING FOR 1975 FUTURITY JUDGES

245 Ballots Cast
5 Not Valid (no return address & 4 received too late)

230 Ballots Cast for Eastern Futurity
46 for Cassandra de la Rosa
126 for Georgia Palmer
58 for Shirley Scott
10 Abstained

238 Ballots Cast for Mid-Western Futurity
16 for Barbara Brakeley
70 for Stephen Campbell
80 for Patricia Chenoweth
55 for Edmund R. Sledzik
17 for Barry Tompkins
1 Abstained
1 Ballot Cast Voting for Two Nominees

235 Ballots Cast for Western Futurity
36 for Lila Kaiser
105 for Carol Kuendel
94 for Ruth Smith
5 Abstained

Carolyn A. Herbel
Secretary
Reserve Winners Bitch from 9-12 puppy class under renowned judge Mrs. Ramona Van Court at the prestigious Santa Barbara show. Undefeated in Puppy Class. Owner-handled by Al Lynch.


"Kaiti" sends congratulations to "Grandpa" Am. Can. Ch. Chen Krisna Nor, BOB at Santa Barbara. Winner Stud Dog Class ALAC Western Specialty. Watch for our Showgirl in Open Class this fall.

Owners
Al & Rosemary Lynch
867 Emerald St.
San Diego, Ca. 92109
Phone: 714-488-0124

Late fall puppies — sired by Krissi ex Nam-Su
(Teeters daughter)
Announcing

The International

LHASA APSO REVIEW

The Historic First Edition
of an Illustrated Annual Review of
Lhasa Apso Activities Throughout the World

Date of Publication: June 15, 1974

Single Copy, $3.50
First Class Mail
Deluxe Hard Bound Edition, $8.00

Hal Sundstrom
Publisher and Editor

Lhasa Apso Review
Post Office Box 717
Gilbert, Arizona 85234

JUNIOR ACTIVITIES

The American Lhasa Apso Club is in an enviable position at the current time. Throughout the US, of A., more and more young people are exhibiting Lhasa Apsos in Junior Showmanship, Breed and Obedience classes. Eventually these young people will attain a magical age which will render them acceptable for membership in the American Lhasa Apso Club. Why must they wait? Don’t we want and need their new and fresh outlook? Shouldn’t they have an opportunity to learn about ALAC first hand?

The concept of a “junior ALAC membership” has been proposed to the Officers and Board. I am now proposing that we assist these fine people in arriving at a truly representative decision. If you are a young person eligible to compete in Junior Showmanship Classes at a show/match please write to me and express your opinion on this subject. Give me your ideas regarding: age limit — membership dues — membership rights — activities you would like to see — and whatever comes to mind on this subject.

May I take this opportunity to state that I am a member of ALAC, neither an Officer nor Board member, (and for that matter I am too old for junior membership); I have no children presently eligible for such membership; I am working under no pressure whatsoever on this matter. I simply believe that to establish a “junior ALAC membership” at this time is quite realistic.

The American Lhasa Apso Club, commencing with 1974, will recognize the “Top Junior Handler of Lhasa Apsos in the U.S. of A.”. If ALAC can see fit to mark this achievement, why can’t ALAC provide a framework within which these young people can be stimulated and grow in relationship to their Lhasa activities.

Why not write to me and give me your thoughts, positive or negative, on the matter. I am willing to support “junior ALAC membership” before the Board as an interested member of ALAC if sufficient interest seems to be there. Write to me:

Jim Kirk
740 College Parkway,
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Jim Kirk
RESULTS OF ALAC ART CONTEST

The American Lhasa Apso Club Art Contest was a huge success. There were 33 entries from all over the United States. The members of our Board agreed that all the entries were of excellent quality and it was difficult for them to choose only five winners. Thank you so much for your interest and support.

Jeanne Clawson

WINNERS

First Place
Carolyn Sledzik
1704 Shagbark Circle
Reston, Virginia

Second Place
Carol Kuendel
9113 Tandom Drive
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20022
Third Place
Susan Giles
4013 Augusta Avenue
Richmond, Virginia 23230

Fourth Place
Carol Kuendel
9113 Tandom Drive
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20022

Fifth Place
Dave Patton
6015 Woodland
Dallas, Texas 75225
CH. TABU'S GOLD GALAXY

Shown here finishing under Judge Mr. Joseph Faigel, July 28, 1974.

Sire: BIS Ch. Tibet of Cornwallis ROM  
Dam: Ch. Tabu's Kiss Me Kate

Galaxy was Best Puppy in the 1972 ALAC Futurity, Judge Sharon Binkowski.

Galaxy finished with 4 majors under the following judges; owner handled.

Dr. Sam Draper  (5 pts.)
Mr. Henry Stoecker  (4 pts.)
Mrs. Ann Wanner  (3 pts.)
Mr. George Payton  (2 pts.)
Mr. Joseph Faigel  (3 pts.)

Galaxy is expecting her 2nd litter in September!

TABU LHASA APSOS
Norman & Carolyn Herbel
1862 W. Maple Ave.
Langhorne, Pa. 19047
(215) 757-7627
CH. TABU'S GOLD GALAXY

Shown here winning Group I her first time shown as a special, August 18, 1974, under Group Judge: Mr. Diamond.
Galaxy won BOB under Mr. Henry Stoecker.
Galaxy is shown by Robert Sharp & is following in the footsteps of other "Tabu" bred or owned Lhasas handled by "Uncle Bob."
Galaxy's Grand Dam "BIS Bda & Am. Ch. Kinderland's Tonka" won Group I the first time Bob showed her as a special.
Galaxy's Uncle "Multiple Group Winning Ch. Tabu's King of Hearts" won Group I the same day he won his first Best of Breed with Bob handling.

TABU LHASA APSOS
Norman & Carolyn Herbel
1862 W. Maple Ave.
Langhorne, Pa. 19047
(215) 757-7627
NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA LHASA APSO CLUB
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THE FIRST LHASA APSO SPECIALTY SHOW
TO BE HELD
NOVEMBER 23, 1974
KAHLER HALL
COLUMBIA, MARYLAND
JUDGE: MR. JAY C. SHEAFFER
(BREED AND JUNIORS)
PARADE OF CHAMPIONS AND
VETERAN CLASS
CLOSING DATE NOV. 6, 1974
FOR PREMIUM LIST AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
CONTACT FAITH S. KIRK, SHOW SECRETARY

FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
SUSAN H. REED, Advertising Chairwoman or FAITH KIRK
2316 N. Glebe Road 740 College Parkway
Arlington, Virginia 22207 Rockville, Md. 20850
(301) 340-9013

Adv. Rates — Full Page $40.00 Booster Page $2.00 per line
½ Page $20.00 Photo $10.00 each
¼ Page $10.00 Payment must accompany copy
"Yummy" is shown winning BOB under Breeder-Judge Ray Sledzik. Yummy went on to Group II under Mrs. Florence Gamburg.
"Yummy" also won BOB the following two shows under Judges Mrs. Ann Wanner & Mrs. Edith Nash Hellerman with a Group II under Mr. Melbourne Downing & a Group III under Mrs. Hellerman.
"Yummy" congratulates her daughter Ch. Potala Keke's Andromeda on her fine wins!
"Yummy" is always handled by Carolyn Herbel.

BREEDER/OWNER
Potala Lhasa Apsos

Keke Blumberg
848 Winter Road
Rydal, Pa. 19046
Published by Jean & Michael Kausch

FEATURING

- National coverage.
- A full size magazine—8½ by 11 inches.
- Finest quality printing and photo reproduction.
- Regular features include top winners, new champions and obedience titles, obedience news, articles by prominent judges, training, local news of national interest, litter box and services.
- Up-to-date reporting on medical problems, conditioning, etc. for the novice and the BIS exhibitor.
- Complimentary copies of every issue posted to all Lhasa Apso judges, all Non-Sporting Group judges and all-breed judges.

Advertising rates: Full page $60, half page $45, litterbox $5.
Subscriptions: 1 year $8, 2 years $14, 3 years $20.

IT'S EASY TO ADVERTISE IN THE REPORTER

Just send your photo and some facts—we do the rest.

THE LHASA APSO REPORTER
Published by Lhasa people for Lhasa people
Michael and Jean Kausch
P. O. Box 827
Culver City, California 90230
213/838-4369
ANOTHER WIN FOR

CH. PON GO’S ODDI ODDI

Shown here winning Best of Breed at the Mason & Dixon Kennel Club Show on April 14, 1974.
Judge: Mr. John M. Cramer

OWNER-BREEDERS:
Carolyn G. Sledzik
Edmund R. Sledzik

CO-OWNER:
Mary R. Slaby

1704 Shagbark Circle
Reston, Va. 22070
THIS IS CASEY
"The Totally Sound Dog"

CH. ARBORHILL'S KEIH-SIEH

CH. Chen Nyun-Ti ROM

Ch. Ch. Chen Chen Makalu Nor of Dzungar

Licos Gia La

Ch. Ch. Licos Chulung La

Ch. Hamilton Pluti

Ch. Ch. Licos Nyapso La

Ch. Ch. Ch. Kyi-Chu Kaliph Nor

Ch. Ch. Cherryshore's Mah Dahm

Ch. Ch. Jimpas Kana Rinpoche

Ch. Ch. Arborhill's Karoling Karolyn

Gser Jo-Mo of La-Sari

Standing at stud to your best bitches. Fee $175. at time of service.

LLENROC FARM KENNELS
Although his puppies are still young, they already exhibit his true, free, floating gait, excellent front and rear angulation, iron back, typey head and his wonderful, intelligent character. His future as a fine sire is assured. Contact these breeders, they have Casey puppies now or are expecting them soon.

Mr. Howard O. Prosser, Orr Avenue, Newburgh, N.Y.
Ex Ch. Chen Nyun-Ti Daughter

Mrs. Henry Williams, Holmes Road, Ridgefield, Ct.
Ex Ch. Sengtri Tashaling Daughter

Ms. Kim Klein, Contact Llenroc Farm
Ex Ch. Martin’s King Kong Puff Daughter

Ms. Martha Giddings, Angola Road, Cornwall, N.Y.
Ex Ch. Martin’s King Kong Puff Daughter

Llenroc Farm, Sunset Hill, Bethel, Ct.
Ex Ch. Chen Korum Ti Daughter
Ex Martin’s Keno Puff Daughter
Everyday about the 1974 West Coast American Lhasa Apso Club Specialty held at Beverly Hills Kennel Club was superlative including the magnificent California sunshine. The entry of ninety two Lhasas was the second largest entry of the two day event, and the ringside was crowded with enthusiastic spectators watching the magnificent array of gorgeous Lhasas parade before them on luscious ruby red carpeting.

I was thrilled beyond words to have been chosen to pass judgment on all these fine animals and I was happy to see that all exhibitors seem to take great pride in presenting their dogs groomed to perfection.

My Best of Breed went to a lovely lady, Ch. Blackbay Georgana of Yin Hi-IQ who is owned by Robert H. Black and bred by I.E. Quistgard. Best of Opposite Sex was Ch. Goodways Choho Lama owned by Connie A. Gibbs and Winners Dog was Galaxy's Red Sam-Son owned by Ellen Voss and Joan Waller and Winners Bitch & Best of Winners was Zijuh Tejing owned by Lynn Morgan and Mildred Bea Loob.

The overall quality of the Lhasa has improved greatly in many areas including head, bite and rears. I found the puppies of both sexes to be excellent, but I feel that the adult bitches were slightly better quality than the dogs. This is a good sign because the bitch is the foundation of any good breeding program. Coats and temperaments were very good and grooming was fantastic.

My heartfelt thanks to everyone who made my assignment so very pleasant and I take my hat off to the Lhasa Apso Club of Southern California for their warm hospitality and for making my job seem very effortless. I must make special mention of the young couple who worked so hard to put on this Specialty and even made the exceptionally lovely Lhasa trophies — Thanks a million — Murray and Marjorie Teitelbaum.
1974 WESTERN AMERICAN LHASA APSO CLUB SPECIALTY

Puppy Dogs 6-9 Months
1st NYIMA'S KNICK DE BUSSCHERE, Breeder, Jerrie Berman, Owner: Jerri Berman & Elliott Schwartz. By Rondelaup Vee Fib Ri La Shun x Kyi-Ra Chen Nyima of Krisna

Puppy Dogs 9-12 Months
1st SHALU'S RJEBO BU-TSHA, Breeder, Iris Veltrop, Owner: Judy Newton & Iris Veltrop, By Shalu's Marba Rjebo x Tashi of Shalu

Novice Dogs
1st WALSHANA RUSTI-KARMA, Breeder, Owner: Mrs. E. Ann Crawford, By Ch. Karma Rus-Tigu x Ch. Karma Sanga II

Bred by Exhibitor Dogs
1st KUBLA KAHN OF MALIBU, Breeder, Owner: Marvin & Rona Clare, By Ready Teddy of Kye Ho x Clare's Black Love

American Bred Dogs
1st FORTUNE'S FABULA TIGER-FOY, Breeder, Owner: Eleanor K. LaBarge, By Tai Pan La Muffin x Fortune Cookie of Shang T'ou

Open Dogs
1st GALAXY'S RED SAM-SON, Breeder, Ellen Voss & S. Yaffe, Owner: Ellen Voss & Joan Waller, By Everglo's Galaxy Fox O'Subira x Galaxy's Red Minx O'Sheala
2nd GALAXY'S SPECIAL EDITION, Breeder, Owner: Ellen Voss, By Ch. Galaxy's Leonard O'Subira x Galaxy's Red Sue Me

Winners Dog — GALAXY'S RED SAM-SON
Reserve Winners Dog — GALAXY'S SPECIAL EDITION

Puppy Bitches 6-9 Months
1st CLOWNHILLS TAH-MEI, Breeder, Owner: D.K. Boyle, By Ch. Cordova Tom-Tru x Ch. Pandora of Clownhill

Puppy Bitches 9-12 Months
1st CHEN KRISNA KAITU, Breeder, Mrs. Patricia L. Chenoweth, Owner: Alvin E. & Rosemary C. Lynch By Ch. Chen Korum Ti x Chen Krisna Tsunda Nor

Novice Bitches
1st CHAMDO'S DETCHEMA, Breeder, Helen Davies, Owner: LeAnne Jackson, By America's Obie x Ch. Tsi Pa Me of Abbotsford

Bred by Exhibitor Bitches
1st CHEN HY-LAN KYERI, Breeder, Pat & Tom Chenoweth, Owner: John Hylton & Pat Chenoweth, By Ch. Chen Hy-Lan Jampal x Hy-Lan Pandita Chen Po

American Bred Bitches
1st CHAMDO'S WUNDAR, Breeder, Helen Davies, Owner: Rona & Marvin Clare, By Everglo Rempa x Ch. America's Moma

Open Bitches
1st ZIJUH TEJING, Breeder, Marilyn J. Martin, Owner: Lynn L. Morgan & Mildred Bea Loob, By Everglo Red Regent x Zijuh Tedji
2nd SHANA OF HALMAR, Breeder, Marcia Goldstein, Owner: Marcia Goldstein & Murray Teitelbaum

Winners Bitch & Best of Winners — ZIJUH TEJING
Reserve Winners Bitch — SHANA OF HALMAR

Veteran Dogs
1st CH. TSONA-TANG SHO-TSE, CDX, Breeder, John P. Vandermey, Owner: Robert A. & Ann S. Alton, By Ch. Licos Chulung La x Ch. Green Diamond Tsona-Tang

Veteran Bitches
1st CH. KARMA SKAR-CEN, Breeder, Mrs. Dorothy Cohen, Owner: Lois M. Magette, By America's Sandar of Pamu x Hamilton Chang Tru

Best of Breed — CH. BLACKBAY GEORGANA OF YIN HI I.Q., Breeder, I.E. Quistgard, Owner: Robert H. Black, By Georgeous George of Yin Sui x Ch. Chen Bzan-Po. (Bitch)

Best of Opposite Sex — CH. GOODWAYS CHUHO LAMA, Breeder, Jeanette Goodway, Owner: Connie A. Gibbs, By Ch. Larno Lama x Mai Ling Hoi How

Stud Dogs
1st CH. CHEN KRISNA NOR, Breeder, Mrs. Ralph Seal, Owner: Wendy Harper & Patricia Chenoweth, By Ch. Chen Nyun-Ti x Ch. Chen Young-Nimo

Breed Bitches
1st CH. LICOS NAMCHA LA, Breeder, Owner: Mrs. John Licos, By Ch. Licos Chulung La x Dama's Lu Country Fair

Brace Class
1st CH. DOL-SA MARU TOPAZ, Breeder, Jean Kausch, Owner: Dr. & Mrs. Morton I. Cole, By Ch. Karma Bandido of Maru x Ch. Chamo's Tserving CH. COLE'S SUNNEE OF MARU, Breeder, Jack D. Russell & David M. Marshall, Owner: Dr. & Mrs. Morton I. Cole, By Ch. Everglo Blaze x Ch. Everglo Ma-La-Bu.
**GROUP WINNER Ch. On-Ba Khabhul Khan of SharBo**

Sire: Best in Show Ch. Sharbo Zijuh Zerkhan  
Dam: On-Ba Jijuh Zim-Zim  

Returning from winning the Breed at all 4 of the Carolina Shows — Buddha wins again!

---

Best of Breed Grp 3 Penn Ridge KC  
Pictured with Judge Kenneth Stine  
Owner-Handled by Dott O'Connor

---

**Two exceptional Hamilton litters due October**  
Sired by Khabhul Khan (Buddha)  
*One exceptional Hamilton litter sired by our Tomba  
Son Sharbo Kashum-ba out of our elegant dark red champion: Ch. Sharbo Zijuh Cha-ti

*Ch. Stud Service  
Pedigrees on request.

Dott O'Connor  
Box 320  
Branchville, N.J. 07826  
201-948-3072 — 201-328-3419

---

FLASH! 2 GROUP I WINS IN TEXAS & LOUISIANA!
THE ALAC FORUM

The Forum on the Lhasa Apso Breed Standard will be a series of four panel discussions held in conjunction with other ALAC events. They are planned for:

1974 — October 5th — Detroit, Michigan
1975 — February 10th — New York, New York
1975 — Western Specialty Weekend — Los Angeles, Cal.

The Committee on the Forum will ask between 6 to 10 distinguished breeders and judges, representing a diversity of opinion to participate in each panel discussion. They will be asked to answer questions about the Breed, the Standard, and suggested revisions.

The comments will be reprinted so that they will reach more members of the club. The purpose of the Forum is to begin an informed discussion of the Breed Standard among all members. Hopefully the Forums will clear the air and let everyone know what our prominent breeders and judges are thinking. It will be the inception of sharing ideas, and hopefully will stimulate others to participate in a national discussion of the Lhasa Apso Standard. I hope it will be an educational experience, where members can learn to be more discriminating judges of good Lhasa Apsos and more careful breeders.

If you have any ideas concerning the FORUMS, contact one of the following committee members: Gerald Dean, Barbara Wood, Jean Kausch, Stephen Campbell, Mildred Bryant, Lila Kaiser, Norman Herbel, Shirley Scott, or Phyllis Spinelli.

SECRETARY’S REPORT

All members should have received their new Roster by now. This membership list may be kept up to date by making the following additions and corrections.

Renewed Members
Anthony & Marlene Annunziata
Perry Hill R.D. 3
Oswego, N.Y. 13126

Dr. Catherine Marley
105 Mezzine Drive
Cresskill, N.J. 07626

Emily Hope Speakman
Rt. 2 Box 320
Johnstown, Ohio 43031

Change of Address
Robert & Sally Borcherding
W181 N8594 Parkwood Crt
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

Helen M. Davies
14956 Sherman Way, Apt. E106
Van Nuys, Ca. 91405

Change of Address (Cont’d)
Phyllis March
Union Village Road
Norwich, Vt. 05055

Mrs. Barbara Morgan
5100 Centaur Street
Bakersfield, Ca. 93304

Ellen Saunders
Greentree Condominiums
Apt. 13B
570 Broadway
Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

Correction in Spelling
Dorothy T. Schottgen
PO Box 23154
Harahan, La. 70183

Kathy Joan Dilbert
1594 Union Avenue
Hewlett, N.Y. 11557

Respectfully submitted,
Carolyn A. Herbel
SIRE: CH. DAKTAZL TSONG
40+ BOB & MULTIPLE GP PLACINGS

DAM: CH. POTALA KEKE'S YUM YUM
30+ BOB & MULTIPLE GP WINNER

Winners Bitch East Coast Specialty
Pictured here her first weekend as a "special"
Bred by Keke Blumberg

Owner-Handler
Jeanne Hope
609-795-4387
Puppies Available
THE OFFICIAL AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB BREED STANDARD
FOR THE LHASA APSO
Approved April 9, 1935

CHARACTER — Gay and assertive, but chary of strangers. SIZE — Variable, but about 10 inches or 11 inches at shoulder for dogs, bitches slightly smaller.

COLOR — golden, sandy, honey, dark grizzle, slate, smoke, parti-color, black, white or brown. This being the true Tibetan Lion-dog, golden or lionlike colors are preferred. Other colors in order as above. Dark tips to ears and beard are an asset.

BODY SHAPE — The length from point of shoulders to point of buttocks longer than height at withers, well ribbed up, strong loin, well-developed quarters and thighs.

COAT — Heavy, straight, hard, not woolly nor silky, of good length, and very dense.

MOUTH AND MUZZLE — Mouth level, otherwise slightly undershot preferable. Muzzle of medium length; a square muzzle is objectionable.

HEAD — Heavy head furnishings with good fall over eyes, good whiskers and beard; skull narrow, falling away behind the eyes in a marked degree, not quite flat, but not domed or apple-shaped; straight foreface of fair length. Nose black, about 1 1/2 inches long, or the length from tip of nose to eye to be roughly about one-third of the total length from nose to back of skull.

EYES — Dark brown, neither very large and full, not very small and sunk.

EARS — Pendant, heavily feathered.

LEGS — Forelegs straight; both forelegs and hind legs heavily furnished with hair. FEET — Well feathered, should be round and catlike, with good pads.

TAIL AND CARRIAGE — Well feathered, should be carried well over back in a screw; there may be a kink at the end. A low carriage of stern is a serious fault.

FROM THE GLOSSARY OF THE COMPLETE DOG BOOK
The official publication of The American Kennel Club

ALMOND EYES: The eye set in surrounding tissue of almond shape.

ANGULATION: The angles formed by a meeting of the bones; mainly, the shoulder, upper arm, stifle, and hock

APPLE HEAD: An irregular roundedness of topskull, in greater or less degree humped toward its center.

BALANCED: A consistent whole; symmetrical, typically proportioned as a whole or as regards its separate parts; i.e., balance of head, balance of body, or balance of head and body.

BEEFY: Overheavy development of the hindquarters.

BITE: The relative position of the upper and lower teeth when the mouth is closed. SEE Level bite, Scissors bite, Undershot. Overshot.

BLOCKY: Square or cubelike formation of the head.

BRISKET: The forepart of the body below the chest, between the forelegs, closest to the ribs.

BUTTERFLY NOSE: A parti-colored nose; i.e., dark, spotted with flesh color.

CANINES: The two upper and two lower sharp-pointed teeth next to the incisors. Fangs.

CAT-FOOT: The short, round, compact foot like that of a cat. The foot with short third digits.

CHARACTER: Expression, individuality, and general appearance and deportment as considered typical of a breed.

CHEEKY: Cheeks prominently rounded; thick, protruding.

CHEST: The part of the body or trunk that is enclosed by the ribs.

CLODDY: Low, thickset, comparatively heavy.

CLOSE-COUPLED: Comparatively short from withers to hipbones.
COAT: The dog's hairy covering.
COBBY: Short-bodied, compact.
CONDITION: The form and structure, make and shape; arrangement of the parts in con-
formance with breed-standard demands.
COW-HOCKED: When the hocks turn toward each other.
CROUP: The back part of the back, above the hind legs.
CRYPTORCHID: The adult whose testicles are abnormally retained in the abdominal
cavity. Bilateral cryptorchidism involves both sides; that is, neither testicle has de-
sceded into the scrotum. Unilateral cryptorchidism involves one side only; that is,
one testicle is retained or hidden, and one descended.
DOMED: Evenly rounded in topskull; convex instead of flat. Domy.
DUDLEY NOSE: Flesh-colored.
ELBOW: The joint between the upper arm and the forearm.
ELBOWS OUT: Turning out or off from the body; not held close.
EXPRESSION: The general appearance of all features of the head as viewed from the
front and as typical of the breed.
FALL: Hair overhanging the face.
FEATHERING: Longer fringe of hair on ears, legs, tail, or body.
FEET EAST AND WEST: The toes turned out,
FIDDLE FRONT: Forelegs out at elbows, pasterns close, and feet turned out. French
front.
FOREARM: The bone of the foreleg between the elbow and the pastern.
FOREFACE: The front part of the head, before the eyes. Muzzle.
FRONT: The forepart of the body as viewed head on; i.e., forelegs, chest, brisket, and
shoulder line.
GAIT: The manner in which a dog walks, trots, or runs.
GRIZZLE: Bluish-gray color.
HAM: Muscular development of the hind leg just above the stifle.
HEIGHT: Vertical measurement from the withers to the ground; referred to usually as
shoulder height. SEE Withers.
HOCK: The tarsus or collection of bones of the hind leg forming the joint between the
second thigh and the metatarsus; the dog's true heel.
INCISORS: The upper and lower front teeth between the canines.
LAYBACK: The angle of the shoulder blade as compared with the vertical.
LEATHER: The flap of the ear.
LEVEL BITE: When the front teeth (incisors) of the upper and lower jaws meet exactly
edge to edge. Pincer bite.
LIPPY: Pendulous lips or lips that do not fit tightly.
LOADED SHOULDERS: When the shoulder blades are shoved out from the body by
overdevelopment of the muscles.
LOIN: Region of the body on either side of the vertebral column between the last ribs
and the hindquarters.
MONORCHID: A unilateral cryptorchid. SEE Cryptorchid.
MUZZLE: The head in front of the eyes — nasal bone, nostrils, and jaws. Foreface.
OCCIPUT: Upper, back point of the skull.
OUT AT ELBOWS: Elbows turning out from the body as opposed to being held close.
OVERSHOT: The front teeth (incisors) of the upper jaw overlap and do not touch the
front teeth of the lower jaw when the mouth is closed.
PADDLING: Moving with forefeet wide.
PARTI-COLOR: Variegated in patches of two or more colors.
PASTERN: Commonly recognized as the region of the foreleg between the carpus or wrist and the digits.
PIG JAW: SEE Overshot
PINCER BITE: SEE Level bite.
ROACH BACK: A convex curvature of the back toward the loin. Carp back.
SCISSORS BITE: A bite in which the outer side of the lower incisors touches the inner side of the upper incisors.
SCREW TAIL: A naturally short tail twisted in more or less spiral formation.
SECOND THIGH: That part of the hindquarter from the stifle to the hock, corresponding to the human shin and calf. Lower thigh.
SELF COLOR: One color or whole color except for lighter shadings.
SNIPY: A pointed, weak muzzle.
SOUNDNESS: The state of mental and physical health when all organs and faculties are complete and functioning normally, each in its rightful relation to the other.
SPRING OF RIBS: Curvature of ribs for heart and lung capacity.
STERN: Tail of a sporting dog or hound.
STERNUM: Breastbone.
STIFLE: The joint of the hind leg between the thigh and the second thigh. The dog’s knee.
STILTED: The choppy, up-and-down gait of the straight-hocked dog.
STOP: The step up from muzzle to skull; indentation between the eyes where the nasal bone and skull meet.
STRAIGHT-HOCKED: Lacking appreciable angulation at the hock joints. Straight behind.
STRAIGHT SHOULDERS: The shoulder blades rather straight up and down, as opposed to sloping or “well laid back.”
SUBSTANCE: Bone
SWAYBACK: Concave curvature of the back line between the withers and the hipbones.
THIGH: The hindquarter from hip to stifle,
TOPKNOT: A tuft of longer hair on top of the head.
TYPE: The characteristic qualities distinguishing a breed; the embodiment of a standard’s essentials.
UNDERSHOT: The front teeth (incisors) of the lower jaw overlapping or projecting beyond the front teeth of the upper jaw when the mouth is closed.
UPPER ARM: The humerus or bone of the foreleg, between the shoulder blade and the forearm.
WHISKER: Longer hairs on muzzle sides and underjaw.
WITHERS: The highest point of the shoulders, immediately behind the neck.

THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR THE DECEMBER ISSUE OF “THE LHASA BULLETIN” IS NOVEMBER 21, 1974! Help keep the “Bulletin” on time by getting your advertising and articles to the editor before the deadline. Thank you.
Seneca is pictured above going Winners Bitch, Best of Winners & Best of Opposite for a five point major at Old Dominion Kennel Club under Dr. David Doane.

Seneca, a daughter of Ch. Zijuh Seng-Tru and Ch. Kinderland’s Mi-Terra, was bred by Carol Kuendel and Ellen Lonigro.

Thank you, Ellen, for allowing me to co-own Seneca.


Owner/Handled
Susan S. Giles
4013 Augusta Ave.
Richmond, Va. 23230

Co-Owned
Ellen Lonigro
Kinderland’s Kennels
Culpepper, Va.
Presenting

"SHELI"

CH. LITTLE FIR'S SHEL ARI OF CHIZ


A “Double” Sparky Grandson *** Proven and at stud

OWNED, TRAINED, HANDLED and LOVED by

Madeline P. Chizever and daughter Joanne

5235-102 West Running Brook
Columbia, Maryland 21044

301-730-4151
Ch. Joi San's Happieh-Go-Luckieh pictured winning Best of Breed at Perkiomen Valley Kennel Club, August 2, 1974, under judge E.W. Tipton, Jr.

On August 24, 1974, Happy went Best of Breed at Newtown Kennel Club, under breeder judge Al Likewise and on to a Group III.

Multiple Group placing Happy is co-owner handled.

Happy is owned and bred by:
Joi San Lhasa Apsos
Joyce Stambaugh
196 Woodbine Circle
New Providence, N.J. 07974
201-665-0697

Happy is co-owned and handled by:
Rimar Lhasa Apsos
Stephen G.C. Campbell
64 Wilburtha Road
West Trenton, N.J. 08628
609-883-7010
RGYAL REG. OFFERS

RGYAL-BU TSANPO

FOR SALE
Whelped Jan. 16, 1974

Ch. Everglo Zijuh Tomba
  — BIS Ch. Karma Frosty
  — Knight of Everglo
  — Kambu of Everglo

Ch. Potala Keke’s Tomba Tu
  — Ch. Zijuh Seng Tru ROM
  — Ch. Potala Keke’s Yum Yum ROM
  — Ch. Keke’s Bamboo ROM

Ch. Hamilton Namsa ROM
  — Chig Dkar

Ch. Chig-Rgyal-Po

Ch. Rgyal Khetsa-Po
  — Ch. Ruffway Marpa
  — Kinderland’s Ginger Rgyal II
  — Ch. Kinderland’s Sang Po-ROM

SHOW HOME PREFERRED
CONTACT Barbara Wood, 15 West 84th St., N.Y.C. 10024 - 212-877-0506
MULTIPLE GROUP WINNER
CH. LINGKHOR BHU OF NORBULINGKA

THE NORBULINGKA TRADITION

8/30/74 Penobscot K.C.  j. Mr. T. Gannon  #1 j. Miss I. Bueno  Handler: Selma Egan
8/31/74 Central Maine K.C.  j. Miss I. Bueno  #1 Dr. F. Booth
RIMAR'S J.G. KING RICHARD
"Trickie Dick"

One of the King's sons taking his first points at 10 mo. under judge Mr. E. Sledzik, President of ALAC at Mispillon in Del.

Also the next day he took a 4 pt. major under judge Mrs. Nancy P. Riley at Wachusetts Kennel Club at Harvard, Mass.

Handler:
Miss Ann J. Bowley
Windruff Kennel
Little Bay Rd.
Newington, N.H.

Owner:
M. Georgette Pouliot
Jay-Gee Kennel
46 W. Greenwood St.
Amesbury, Mass. 01913
617-388-2811

Look for me,
I'm "Trickie"
SPECIALTY CLUBS

BALTIMORE AREA LHASA APSO CLUB
Diane Pickett, Secretary
11910 Tarragon Rd., Apt. 1
Reisterstown, Md. 21136

CASCADE LHASA APSO FANCIERS OF GREATER SEATTLE
Ann Lanterman, Secretary
17220 Ashworth Pl. N.
Seattle, Wa. 98136

DALLAS-FORT WORTH LHASA APSO CLUB
Mrs. Bobbie Lee, Secretary
Rt. 1 Box 40-A
Keller, Tx. 76249

GREATER COLUMBUS LHASA APSO CLUB
Carrol Riddle, Secretary
1004 Hazel Ave.
Englewood, Ohio 45322

GREATER DETROIT LHASA APSO CLUB
Winifred Graye, Secretary
2505 Duck Lake Rd.
Highland, Mi. 48031

KENTUCKIANA LHASA APSO CLUB
Richard L. Huntingdon, Secretary
102 Evangeline Ave.
Louisville, Kentucky 40214

LHASA APSO CLUB OF GREATER HOUSTON
Nancy Benavides, Secretary
6510 Jackwood
Houston, Texas 77036

LHASA APSO CLUB OF GREATER NEW YORK
Barbara Soldo, Secretary
16 Center Ave.
Matawan, N.J. 07747

LHASA APSO CLUB OF HAWAII
Ruth Green, Secretary
1240 Laukahi St.
Honolulu, Hi. 96821

LHASA APSO CLUB OF NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
Roberta Richardson, Secretary
15231 Clydeelle Ave.
San Jose, California 95124

LHASA APSO CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Lois Magette, Secretary
1812 Knoxville Ave.
Long Beach, Ca. 90815

LHASA APSO CLUB OF WESTCHESTER, INC.
Mrs. Joan R. Ganz, Secretary
15 Razel Avenue
Spring Valley, N.Y. 10977

MERRIMACK LHASA APSO CLUB
Joanne Egan, Secretary
169 Linden Drive
Cohasset, Massachusetts 02025

NATIONAL CAPITAL AREA LHASA APSO CLUB
Carol Kuendel, Secretary
9113 Tandom Dr.
Oxon Hill, Md. 20022

NORTH TEXAS LHASA APSO CLUB
Mrs. Nancy Rowe Lee, Secretary
5546 Stonegate
Dallas, Texas 75209

GREATER MEMPHIS AREA LHASA APSO CLUB
Linda Baltimore, Secretary
5233 Princeton
Memphis, Tn. 38117

DALLAS/FORT WORTH LHASA APSO CLUB FUN MATCH
August 10, 1974
Best in Match — DUKE'S SUNNY BUFF OF MARU — Bob & Mary Duke
Best of Opposite in Match — ROBBSDALE FIERY BHU-DA — Tim & Lynn Robbins

LHASA APSO CLUB OF WESTCHESTER, INC. MATCH
Judge: Mr. Phil Schneider
Best in Match — RG-YAL'S BUSY BEE BEE — Brenda O'Donnell
Best Puppy Dog — MIO PASHA KUMARA — Dorothy Kramer
Best Adult in Match — LIFELONG’S SUPERLATIVE — Dr. & Mrs. M.W. Kornfeld
Best Adult Dog — SHARBO THUJI-BA OF MARPOR I — Leslye Abbey

BALTIMORE AREA LHASA APSO CLUB MATCH
June, 1974
Best Adult — CHOK’S SENG KYE — Jeff & Susan Shafer
Best Adult Bitch — CHOK’S COFFEE — C. Kuendel
Best Puppy Dog — CHOK’S JOKER — M. Bachner & C. Kuendel
Best in Match — YETI’S CAJUN DEVIL — Clark & Pat Pritchett
1974 BEST LHASA APSO BRACE
KENNEL CLUB OF BEVERLY HILLS
(ALAC WESTERN SPECIALTY)

CH. DOL-SA MARU TOPAZ &
CH. COLE'S SUNNEE OF MARU

Owned by: Dr. & Mrs. Morton I. Cole
1089 N. Hillcrest Road
Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210

and handled by Mrs. Cole